

























Serratia	 sp.	 ATCC	 39006	 (S39006)	 is	 known	 for	 producing	 carbapenem	 and	 prodiginine	
antibiotics;	 1-carbapen-2-em-3-carboxylic	 acid	 (car)	 and	 prodigiosin.	 It	 displays	 different	
motility	 mechanisms,	 such	 as	 swimming	 and	 swarming	 aided	 by	 flagellar	 rotation	 and	




and	GvrC,	 encoded	 by	 the	 right	 hand	 operon	were	 known	 to	 be	 essential	 for	 gas	 vesicle	
synthesis.	Post-transcriptional	regulators	such	as	RsmA-rsmB	were	also	known	to	be	involved	
in	the	inverse	regulation	of	gas	vesicles	and	flagella	based	motility.	Furthermore,	gas	vesicle	
formation,	 antibiotic	 production,	 and	motility	 in	 S39006	were	 affected	 by	 cell	 population	
densities	and	de-repressed	at	high	cellular	densities	through	a	quorum	sensing	(QS)	system.	
The	 aim	 of	 this	 research	 study	 was	 to	 identify	 novel	 regulatory	 inputs	 to	 gas	 vesicle	






(trkH)	 and	 a	 putative	 transcriptional	 regulator	 gene	 (floR)	 showed	 opposite	 phenotypic	
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Serratia	 sp.	 strain	ATCC	39006	 (S39006)	 is	 a	 rod-shaped	Gram-negative	bacterium.	 It	was	
initially	 found	as	a	 free-living	organism	and	associated	with	roots	and	stems	of	halophytic	
bushes	 in	 salt	 marshes,	 and	 it	 became	 of	 clinical	 interest	 for	 producing	 antibiotic,	
immunosuppressive,	and	anticancer	compounds	(Parker	et	al.,	1982;	Williamson	et	al.,	2007).	
S39006	 is	 also	 a	 pathogen	 that	 affects	 potato	 tubers	 by	 producing	 cellulases	 and	pectate	
lyases,	 and	 kills	 the	 microscopic	 worm	 Caenorhabditis	 elegans	 through	 yet	 unknown	
mechanisms	 (Coulthurst	 et	 al.,	 2004;	 Fineran	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 S39006	 displays	 different	
mechanisms	for	moving	and	persisting	in	different	environments;	it	swims	and	floats	in	liquid	
cultures,	 and	 swarms	over	 semi-solid	 surfaces.	 S39006	 is	 a	model	 for	 understanding	 how	



















































vacuolated	bacteria	 is	 an	 important	 feature	because	gas	vesicle-defective	 colonies	appear	






However,	 all	 its	 open	 reading	 frames	 are	 homologues	 with	 genes	 from	 other	 gas	 vesicle	
clusters	 found	 in	 proteobacteria,	 cyanobacteria,	 firmicutes,	 actinobacteria	 and	 archaea	
(Figure	1.2)	(Tashiro	et	al.,	2016).	The	gvpA1-gvpY	operon	contains	both	genes	that	are	known	




result	 in	 spindle-like	 gas	 vesicles.	 GvpN	 and	 GvpV	 might	 act	 as	 chaperones	 involved	 in	
cylindrical	structure	maturation	in	S39006	(Tashiro	et	al.,	2016).	Among	the	genes	of	unknown	
function,	gvpW,	gvpX	 and	gvpY	when	disrupted	do	not	affect	cell	buoyancy	or	gas	vesicle	



















1	 reported	 that	 gvpH	 mutants	 reduce	 significantly,	 but	 do	 not	 abolish	 completely,	 the	
construction	 of	 gas	 vesicles	 (DasSarma	 et	 al.,	 1994).	 However,	 this	 phenotype	 might	 be	
caused	by	polar	effects	of	the	inserted	cassette	on	downstream	genes.		
	















































Tashiro	 et	 al.,	 2016).	 Turgor	 pressure	 (pt)	 in	 prokaryotes	 can	 be	 defined	 as	 the	 osmotic	







hard	 surfaces	 (Money,	 2008;	Osawa	&	 Erickson,	 2018;	 Rojas	&	Huang,	 2018).	 Changes	 in	
membrane	morphology	due	to	turgor	pressure	fluctuations	can	be	sensed	by	the	cell	and	can	
induce	 expression	 of	 osmoregulatory	 genes	 (Csonka,	 1989;	 Walderhaug	 et	 al.,	 1992).	
Controlled	 gas	 vesicle	 collapse	 has	 been	 recognized	 as	 a	 simple,	 robust	 and	 effective	
technique	 to	 measure	 turgor	 pressure	 compared	 to	 other	 methods	 that	 use	 complex	
micromechanical	instruments	or	stop-flow	measurements	on	predried	cell	samples	(Arnoldi	

































Flotation	 assays	 using	 static	 liquid	 cultures	 with	 smaI	 and	 smaR	 mutants,	 and	
complementation	of	cell	buoyancy	in	smaI	mutants	supplemented	with	BHL,	confirmed	that	
QS	 regulates	 gas	 vesicle	 production	 in	 S39006	 (Ramsay	et	 al.,	 2011).	 Transcription	 assays	
using	gvpA1	and	gvrA	reporter	fusion	strains	revealed	that	QS	affects	the	expression	of	both	
gvpA1-gvpY	and	gvrA-gvrC	gas	vesicle	operons.	Moreover,	quantification	of	gvpA1	and	gvrA	





Figure	 1.4	Model	 of	 hierarchical	 regulation	 in	 S39006	 for	 gas	 vesicles,	 flagellar	motility,	
carbapenem	and	prodigiosin	production.	Coloured	lines	were	included	to	facilitate	reader	
accessibility	 to	 the	multiple	pathways	shown.	Grey	boxes	 indicate	 regulatory	genes,	white	
boxes	 indicate	 either	 the	 gas	 vesicle,	 bio-surfactant,	 carbapenem	 or	 prodigiosin	 operons.	
Arrows	and	perpendicular	lines	indicate	activation	and	inactivation,	respectively.	Lines	ending	










changes	 in	 the	 C-terminal	 domain.	 GacS	 folds,	 presumably	 after	 signal	 sensing,	 and	
autophosphorylates	a	histidine	residue.	Phosphotransfer	of	aspartate	and	histidine	residues	
across	the	C-teminal	end	leads	to	phosphorylation	of	an	aspartate	residue	in	the	response	
regulator	 GacA.	 Thereafter,	 the	 activated	 GacA	 undergoes	 a	 conformational	 change	 that	
allows	DNA	binding	and	gene	expression	activation.		
	










pigX	 mutants	 down-regulate	 the	 expression	 of	 the	 gvpA1-gvpY	 and	 gvrA-gvrC	 operons	
(Ramsay	et	al.,	2011)	(Figure	1.4).	PigX	is	a	homologue	of	CsrD	in	E.	coli,	and	contains	GGDEF	
and	EAL	domains	which	are	involved	in	the	synthesis	and	hydrolysis,	respectively,	of	3´,	5´-
cyclic	diguanylic	acid	 (c-di-GMP).	c-di-GMP	has	been	reported	as	an	 intracellular	 signalling	















chlorae,	 CsrD	 interacts	 via	 its	 EAL	 domain	with	 an	 unphosphorylated	 glucose-	 dependent	
protein,	EIIAGlc,	to	induce,	through	an	unknown	mechanism,	csrB	decay	via	nucleases	RNase	E	
and	PNPase	 (Leng	et	al.,	2016).	CsrA	has	been	classified	as	an	 important	global	 regulator,	
sequestering	numerous	mRNAs	to	control	central	and	secondary	metabolism,	motility	and	





























is	 motile	 by	means	 of	 flagellar	 rotation.	 The	 QS	 system	 SmaI/SmaR,	 the	 two-component	



















CarD	 and	 CarE.	 Mutations	 in	 genes	 carA,	 carB	 and	 carC	 completely	 abolish	 antibiotic	
synthesis,	 while	 S39006	 carD	 and	 carE	 mutants	 have	 significantly,	 but	 not	 completely,	







Figure	 1.5.	 Car	 structure	 and	 genetic	 cluster.	 A.	 1-carbapen-2-em-3-carboxylic	 acid	 (Car)	
structure.	B.	Genetic	cluster	for	regulation,	biosynthesis	and	resistance	of	Car.	It	contains	a	
transcriptional	regulator	(white),	biosynthetic	genes	(grey),	intrinsic	resistance	genes	(yellow)	







These	 proteins	 are	 predicted	 to	 be	 located	 in	 the	 periplasm,	 and	 both	 are	 required	 for	
resistance	in	P.	carotovorum	and	S39006	(McGowan	et	al.,	1996;	Tichy	et	al.,	2014;	Tichy	et	
al.,	 2017)	 The	 role	 of	 CarH	 in	 antibiotic	 synthesis,	 resistance	 or	 regulation	 is	 unknown.	
Homologues	 are	 found	 only	 in	 other	 Car	 producing	 bacteria	 such	 as	 P.	 carotovorum	 and	






























composed	 of	 linear	 chains	 of	 three	 pyrrole	 rings	 with	 alkyl	 substituents	 (Figure	 1.6.B)	
(Williamson	et	al.,	2006).	The	prodigiosin	operon	contains	all	genes	necessary	for	its	synthesis	


















an	 important	mechanism	of	 defence	 facilitating	 the	 localized	 secretion	of	 prodigiosin	 and	
other	 virulence	 factors	 (Williamson	 et	 al.,	 2008).	 Random	 transposon	 mutagenesis	 and	
screening	for	swarming-defective	strains	allowed	the	identification	and	characterization	of	a	
gene	involved	in	rhamnolipid	surfactant	production	in	S39006	(Williamson	et	al.,	2008).	This	
gene	 (rhlA)	 is	 involved	 in	3-(3-hydroxyalkanoyloxy)	alkanoic	acid	 (HAA)	synthesis.	HAA	 is	a	
precursor	of	rhamnolipids	and	is	essential	for	swarming	motility	in	Pseudomonas	aeruginosa.	
Interestingly,	HAA	is	an	effective	surfactant	on	its	own	and	it	is	commonly	found	in	bacterial	




S39006	carries	35	genes	 for	 flagellar	assembly	and	function.	Although	all	of	 them	are	 in	a	
cluster	 in	 the	 genome,	 they	 are	 distributed	 across	 different	 operons.	 Previous	 studies	 in	
Escherichia	 coli	 demonstrated	 that	 multiple	 operons	 involved	 in	 flagellar	 assembly	 and	
chemotaxis	are	under	the	control	of	the	master	transcriptional	regulation	complex	FlhDC	(Liu	














is	 a	 dynamic	 process	 connected	 to	 environmental	 sensing	 and	 intracellular	 response	
regulation.	The	following	section	discusses	the	different	pleiotropic	regulatory	components	






obtained	 after	 random	mutagenesis	with	 ethyl	methanesulfonate	 (EMS)	 (Thomson	 et	 al.,	
1997).	 A	 mutation	 in	 a	 gene	 predicted	 to	 encode	 a	 SlyA-like	 transcriptional	 regulator	
disrupted	 prodigiosin	 and	 carbapenem	 production.	 Thus,	 the	 gene	 was	 named	 after	
“regulation	of	antibiotic	and	production”	(rap).	SlyA-like	proteins	contain	a	winged	helix	DNA-




promotes	 antibiotic	 production	 by	 inducing	 transcription	 of	 the	 prodigiosin	 biosynthetic	









transcription.	 Notably,	 sigma	 factors	 such	 as	 RpoD	 and	 RpoS	 allow	 differential	 gene	
expression	during	population	growth.		RpoD	is	active	during	the	growth	phase,	whilst	RpoS	is	
expressed	during	stationary	phase.	RpoS	competes	with	RpoD	 for	 the	same	RNAP	binding	
core,	 hence	 it	 also	 inhibits	 the	 expression	 of	 RpoD-regulated	 genes	 in	 stationary	 phase	
(Farewell	et	al.,	1998).	RpoS	is	an	important	factor	that	regulates	the	expression	of	stress-
response	 genes	 for	 survival	 under	 starvation,	 high	 temperature	 and	 oxidative	 conditions	


















Besides	PigX	and	RbsR,	another	 transcription	 factor	connects	carbon	metabolism	with	 the	
production	of	antibiotics	and	motility	in	S39006:	the	GntR	family	protein	PigT	(Fineran	et	al.,	
2005(b)).	 GntR-like	 proteins	 control	 the	 expression	 of	 gluconate	 catabolic	 genes	 and	 are	
susceptible	to	gluconate-dependent	inactivation	(Tong	et	al.,	1996).	Experiments	with	S39006	
confirm	 that	 gluconate	 is	 an	 important	 environmental	 signal	 repressing	 prodigiosin	
expression	by	 inactivating	PigT	 (Figure	1.4).	Although	swarming	motility	 is	also	affected	 in	
pigT	mutants,	 the	 role	of	gluconate	 in	 flagellar	 synthesis	was	not	assessed	 (Fineran	et	al.,	
2005(b)).	 Ribose	 and	 gluconate,	 and	 perhaps	 many	 other	 carbon	 sources,	 differentially	






screens	 (Fineran	 et	 al.,	 2005(a)).	 This	 protein	 is	 highly	 conserved	 among	 different	
enterobacteria	and	 it	has	been	shown	to	 form	a	complex	with	SdhE,	a	protein	 involved	 in	
flavinylation	and	activation	of	enzymes	involved	in	the	TCA	cycle	(McNeil	et	al.,	2012;	McNeil	
et	al.,	 2014).	ygfX	and	sdhE	 are	part	of	 the	 same	operon	and	are	 thought	 to	 form	a	 two-
component	system	(Paterson	et	al.,	2013).	Recently,	it	was	found	that	ygfX	 is	a	pleiotropic	







Studies	 in	 S39006	 showed	 that	 different	 “master”	 pleiotropic	 regulators	 control	 gene	
expression	indirectly,	through	some	of	the	subordinate	regulators	that	were	discussed	earlier.	
For	 instance,	 the	 transcription	 factor	 PigP,	 the	 phosphate	 uptake	 and	 response	 system	
PstSCAB-PhoU,	and	the	RNA-binding	protein	Hfq	act	as	major	hierarchical	regulators.	These	
	 37	


















signal	 synthesis,	 reception,	 transduction,	 and	 degradation	 (Fineran	 et	 al.,	 2005(a)).	 For	
instance,	PigP	controls	the	production	of	plant	cell	wall-degrading	enzymes,	such	as	cellulases	
and	 pectate	 lyases,	 production	 of	 prodigiosin,	 flagellar	motility	 and,	 possibly,	 gas	 vesicles	
through	PigQ	and	PigX	 (Fineran	et	al.,	 2005(a);	 Fineran	et	al.,	2007,	Ramsay	et	al.,	 2011).	






Phosphate	 depletion	 is	 an	 important	 environmental	 signal	 modulating	 bacterial	 ecology,	
behaviour	and	gene	expression	(Wanner,	1993;	Wanner,	1996;	Fuller	et	al.,	2005;	Martiny	et	
al.,	 2006;	 Chekabab	et	 al.,	 2014).	 Extracellular	 inorganic	 orthophosphate	 (Pi)	 is	 crucial	 for	
bacterial	 systems	 because	 it	 is	 the	 main	 source	 of	 cellular	 phosphate.	 In	 E.	 coli,	 Pi	 is	
	 38	
transported,	when	present	in	high	concentrations,	by	the	low	affinity	transporter	Pit	and	by	
the	membrane	 complex	 and	 ABC	 (ATP	binding	 cassette)	 transporter	 PstSCAB,	whilst	 Pi	 is	
exclusively	 sensed	 and	 transported	 at	 low	 concentrations	 by	 PstSCAB.	 At	 high	 Pi	
concentrations,	 PstSCAB	 and	 the	 chaperone	 PhoU	 inhibit	 the	 activation	 of	 the	 sensory	
histidine	kinase	and	integral	membrane	protein	PhoR.	When	activated	(that	is,	at	under	low	
Pi	concentrations),	PhoR	phosphorylates	the	response	regulator	and	transcription	factor	PhoB	

































later	helps	 to	 translate.	Although	this	process	seems	contradictory,	 it	 is	known	that	SmaR	











vesicle	 production.	 This	 project	 aims	 to	 (i)	 identify	 novel	 genetic	 regulators	 of	 gas	 vesicle	
production;	 (ii)	 study	whether	defects	 in	 those	elements	have	pleiotropic	effects;	 and	 (iii)	
investigate	 the	 mechanisms	 by	 which	 these	 new	 regulators	 induce	 or	 inhibit	 gas	 vesicle	
production.	
	
This	 study	 describes	 the	 identification	 of	 seven	 novel	 regulators	 in	 S39006	 after	 a	
comprehensive	 screening	 of	 gas	 vesicle	mutants.	Most	 of	 these	mutants	 display	 different	
phenotypes	in	motility	and	antibiotic	production	when	compared	with	WT	cells	(Chapter	3).	
Most	 of	 the	 research	 performed	 was	 focused	 on	 two	mutants	 with	 opposite	 gas	 vesicle	
phenotypes	 (Chapters	 4	 and	 5).	 The	 first	 mutant	 studied	 had	 an	 insertion	 in	 an	
uncharacterized	transcriptional	regulator	(Chapter	4).	The	second	had	a	mutation	in	a	gene	
encoding	an	ion	transporter	(Chapter	5).	All	regulatory	components	were	previously	unknown	
in	 gas	 vesicle	 regulation	and	 showed	differential	 pleiotropic	effects.	Moreover,	 they	were	
	 40	





















































were	 grown	 at	 30	 oC	 in	 either	 LB	 for	 16	 h,	 minimal	 media	 with	 different	 potassium	
concentrations	for	24	h,	or	on	solid	medium	for	48h	(See	media	contents	in	Table	2.3).	E.	coli	
strains	 were	 grown	 in	 LB	 at	 37	 oC.	 E.	 coli	 β2163	 cultures	 were	 supplemented	 with	
erythromycin	(Em)	and	diaminopimelic	acid	(DAPA)	(see	Table	2.3	for	concentrations).	Seed	






different	 potassium	 concentrations.	 Cultures	were	 inoculated	 to	 an	 initial	 density	 of	 0.05	
OD600,	 incubated	 at	 30	 oC,	 and	 aerated	 by	 shaking	 at	 215	 rpm.	 Flotation	 assays	 were	
performed	with	cell	cultures	inoculated	to	an	initial	density	of	0.05	OD600	and	grown	for	24	h	
in	 tube	 rollers.	 Then,	 the	 tubes	were	 set	 upright	 and	 static	 for	 between	 2	 to	 15	 days,	 as	










on	 LBA	 plates	 with	 kanamycin	 (without	 DAPA)	 O.N.	 for	 growth.	 The	 transparent,	 hyper-
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The	 transposon	 insertion	 site	 in	 transparent,	 hyper-opaque	 and	 bulls-eye	 mutants	 were	
identified	using	random	primed	PCR	(RP-PCR)	and	DNA	sequencing.		Reagents	and	conditions	
for	RP-PCR	are	listed	in	Table	2.4.	All	reactions	were	performed	in	a	Veriti	Thermal	Cycler.	A	






















































bromide.	 Bands	 showing	 DNA	were	 cut	 and	 purified	 from	 the	 gel	 using	 the	 GeneJet	 Gel	
Extraction	Kit	from	Thermo	Fisher	Scientific	and	DNA	quantified	using	the	NanoDrop.	Samples	
of	 10	𝜇l	 containing	 1	𝜇M	of	 forward	 primer	 (MAMV2	 in	 the	 case	 of	 random	primed	 PCR	





The	 quality	 of	 the	 sequencing	 chromatograms	was	 analysed	 using	 SnapGene	Viewer.	 The	
software	 Artemis	 16.0	 (Carver	 et	 al.,	2011)	was	 used	 for	 identification	 of	 the	 transposon	
	 51	
insertion	sites.	This	information	was	obtained	through	nucleotide	alignment	with	the	genome	
sequence	 of	 S39006	 (Genome	 provided	 by	 Dr.	 Rita	 Monson)	 (Fineran	 et	 al.	 2013).	 The	
predicted	 amino	 acid	 sequences	 encoded	 by	 the	 genes	 were	 identified	 and	 analysed	 for	













analysed	 and	 the	 spot	 showing	 semi-confluent	 lysis	 (this	 is	 a	 plate	 with	 phage	 plaques	








































































solubilized	 with	 1	 ml	 of	 acidified	 (4	 %	 1	 M	 HCl)	 ethanol	 and	 vortex	 mixed	 until	 fully	












reporter	 strain	 for	 BHL	 detection	 (Poulter	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 When	 the	 top	 agar	 was	 set,	
symmetrical	holes	were	cut	using	a	sterile	0.5	cm	core	borer.	200	𝜇l	of	samples	for	each	time	
point	were	used	to	fill	the	holes.	Plates	were	incubated	at	30	oC.	After	16	h,	photographs	of	






















into	 5	 µl	 LB	 or	 minimal	 medium	 on	 microscope	 glass	 slides.	 Immediately,	 samples	 were	
covered	 with	 a	 glass	 slip	 and	 analysed	 under	 oil	 immersion	 using	 an	 Olympus	 BX-51	


































as	 indicated	previously	and	supernatant	discarded	after	each	wash	step.	E.	 coli	 cells	were	


















All	 genes	 cloned	 were	 amplified	 using	 colony	 PCR	 with	 S39006	 (WT)	 (See	 Table	 2.4	 for	
conditions).	 Primer	 sequences	 and	 enzyme	 restriction	 sites	 are	 indicated	 in	 Table	 2.2.	








GeneJet	 Gel	 Extraction	 Kit	 from	 Thermo	 Fisher	 Scientific.	 DNA	 was	 quantified	 using	 a	
NanoDrop	and	a	1:4	vector	to	insert	molar	ratio	was	used	for	16	h	ligation	reactions	at	16	oC	
with	 T4	 DNA	 ligase	 (NEB®).	 Ligation	 reactions	 were	 performed	 following	 manufacturer	
recommendations.	 Reaction	 mixtures	 were	 heat	 inactivated	 at	 80	 oC	 for	 10	 min	 and	
transformed	as	indicated	in	section	2.14.	pAQY1	and	pAQY2	were	used	to	transform	S39006	
















100	ml	 LB	 with	 ampicillin	 at	 37	 oC	 and	 shaking	 at	 120	 rpm	 up	 to	 0.6	 OD600.	 Thereafter,	
temperature	was	lowered	to	20	oC	and	heterologous	His-tagged	FloR	expression	was	induced	








2.1,	 whilst	 protein	 extracts	 were	 obtained	 as	 described	 in	 section	 2.14.	 The	 amount	 of	
proteins	in	the	samples	was	quantified	with	the	DCTM	(detergent	compatible)	Protein	Assay	
from	Bio-RAD	following	the	manufacturer’s	instructions.	Thereafter,	100	𝜇g	of	proteins	was	
diluted	 with	 6	 times	 (volume)	 of	 ice-cold	 acetone	 and	 kept	 at	 -20oC	 overnight	 for	





















































Gas	 vesicles	 accumulate	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 and	 provide	 distinctive	 phase	 brightness	 to	
individual	 cells	 and	white	opacity	 to	 colonies.	 S39006	wild	 type	 (WT)	 colonies	 appear	 red	
instead	of	white	opaque	due	to	the	production	of	the	prodigiosin	pigment.	S39006	NWA19	
(NWA19)	has	an	in-frame	mutation	in	one	of	the	genes	essential	for	prodigiosin	biosynthesis	








phenotypes	 were	 initially	 considered	 for	 isolation	 and	 characterization:	 transparent	 and	
hyper-opaque.	Also,	it	was	observed	that	some	colonies	had	a	distinctive	colony	shape	and	
opacity;	these	colonies	were	also	isolated	and	classified	as	bull’s-eye	transparent	and	bull’s-
eye	opaque	mutants	 (Table	3.1).	A	 similar	 colony	phenotype	 to	 the	bull’s-eye	 transparent	
mutants	 was	 observed	 in	 a	 previous	 screening	 for	 prodigiosin	 mutants	 (Paterson,	 2013),	
whilst	the	bull’s-eye	opaque	had	not	been	investigated	before.	The	genomic	insertion	site	of	






















Strain	 Phenotype	 Genotype	 Insertion	orientation	relative	to	gene	
AQY44	 Transparent	 gvpF1::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY54	 Transparent	 gvpV::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY74	 Transparent	 gvpA2::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY75	 Transparent	 rbsk::TnKRCPN1	 Same	
AQY100	 Hyper-opaque	 cyaA::	TnKRCPN1	 Same	
AQY102	 Bull’s-eye	transparent	 Ser39006_1186::TnKRCPN1	 Same	
AQY103	 Bull’s-eye	opaque	 Ser39006_0591::TnKRCPN1	 Same	
AQY107	 Hyper-opaque	 trkH::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY108	 Transparent	 gvpF1::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY110	 Hyper-opaque	 crp::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY112	 Transparent	 gvpN::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	




AQY117	 Transparent	 gvpN::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY118	 Bull’s-eye	transparent	 Ser39006_1185::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
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Table	3.1	continued	
Strain	 Phenotype	 Genotype	 Insertion	orientation	relative	to	gene.	
AQY119	 Transparent	 gvpZ::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY120	 Transparent	 gvpA::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY121	 Transparent	 Ser39006_3835::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY122	 Transparent	 gvrA::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY123	 Transparent	 rsbK::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY	124	 Hyper-opaque	 tufA::	TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY125	 Bull’s-eye	opaque	 Ser39006_3817::TnKRCPN1	 Same	
AQY126	 Bull’s-eye	transparent	 Ser39006_1185::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY131	 Transparent	 Ser39006_3835::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY136	 Transparent	 pigP::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY138	 Transparent	 gvpV::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY142	 Transparent	 gvpW::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY0143	 Transparent	 pigP::TnKRCPN1	 Antisense	
AQY149*	 Transparent	 gvpN::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	
AQY150	 Transparent	 rph::TnKRCPN1	 Sense	

















to	 transposon	mutagenesis).	Thereafter,	 the	mutants	obtained	were	 tested	 for	kanamycin	
resistance	and	tetracycline	sensitivity,	and	the	transposon	 insertion	site	was	confirmed	by	
sequencing	 using	 DNA	 amplified	 with	 specific	 primers	 for	 the	 transposon	 and	 each	 gene	







to	 have	 transposon	 insertions	 in	 novel	 genes	 (Figure	 3.1).	 Colonies	 of	 AQY121	 were	
transparent	to	the	naked	eye,	whilst	AQY107	and	AQY124	appeared	more	opaque	(hyper-
opaque)	 compared	 to	 the	 parental	 strain,	 NWA19.	 Nonetheless,	 it	was	 difficult	 to	 obtain	
images	showing	the	difference	among	colonies	NWA19	and	opaque	colonies	(Figure	3.1.A).	
To	 capture	 the	morphological	 variations	 associated	 with	 gas	 vesicle	 production,	 spots	 of	
cultures	 normalized	 to	 1.0	OD600	were	 patched	 on	 LBA	 (Figure	 3.1.B).	 Samples	were	 also	
analysed	 for	 cell	 morphology	 using	 phase	 contrast	 microscopy	 (PCM)	 (Figure	 3.1.C).	 The	




AQY124	 did	 not	 appear	 more	 opaque	 than	 NWA19,	 but	 it	 was	 noticeable	 that	 all	 cells	
observed	in	the	PCM	contained	gas	vesicles.		
		
WT	 cells	 remain	 buoyant,	 due	 to	 gas	 vesicles,	 in	 LB	 static	 cultures	 (Ramsay	 et	 al.,	2011).	
Pictures	of	AQY121,	AQY107	and	AQY124	static	 cultures	were	 taken	 (Figure	3.1.D).	 It	was	
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noticed	 that	 AQY121	 started	 to	 sink	more	 compared	 to	 NWA19;	 the	 top	 of	 the	 AQY121	
cultures	looked	more	translucent.	In	contrast,	AQY107	and	AQY124	cells	remained	buoyant	
and,	hence,	the	culture	was	turbid	throughout	the	entire	liquid	column.	Furthermore,	AQY107	





Cultures	 of	 NWA19	 (ΔpigC),	 AQY121	 (Ser39006_3835::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY107	











Colonies	with	distinctive	 shape	and	opaqueness	distribution	were	 recurrently	observed	 in	
mutant	screens.	Mutants	AQY102,	AQY103,	AQY115,	AQY118,	AQY125	and	AQY126	produced	
rough	 colonies	 with	 a	 bull’s-eye	 shape	 (See	 AQY102	 and	 AQY126	 in	 figure	 3.2.A),	 whilst	
AQY102,	AQY118	and	AQY126	looked	transparent	on	the	edges,	but	opaque	in	the	centre	of	










PCM	 that	 cells	 from	 the	 bull’s-eye	 transparent	 patches	 still	 produced	 gas	 vesicles.	 The	












Figure	 3.2.	Morphology	 and	 flotation	 of	 S39006	 bull’s-eye	mutants.	Cultures	 of	 NWA19	























glycerol	 3-phosphate	 regulon	 repressor	 (GlpR),	 but	 the	 predicted	 protein	 from	
Ser39006_03835	has	only	27%	and	26%	similarity	with	GlpR	from	E.	coli	and	Pseudomonas	





Comparisons	 of	 the	 Ser39006_3835	 operon	 with	 homologues	 revealed	 that	 the	 genomic	
organization	in	upstream	genes	is	conserved	to	some	extent	(Figure	3.3.A).	None	of	the	genes	




around	 Ser39006_3835	 are	 predicted	 to	 encode	 an	 alcohol	 dehydrogenase,	 a	 sugar	
epimerase	 and	 a	 glyoxylate	 reductase,	which	 are	 proteins	 involved	 in	 carbon	metabolism	













Two	 mutants	 classified	 as	 hyper-opaque	 contained	 antisense	 (non-fusion)	 transposon	
insertions	in	genes	that	were	found	to	be	highly	conserved.	The	genes	truncated	in	AQY107	
and	 AQY124	 encode	 the	 predicted	 potassium	 transporter,	 TrkH,	 and	 the	 translation	
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elongation	 factor	 Tu,	 EF-Tu,	 respectively	 (Table	 3.1)	 (Figure	 3.4)	 (Tables	 3.4	 and	 3.5).		
Interestingly,	 these	genes	have	been	widely	studied	 in	bacteria	but	never	 reported	as	cell	
buoyancy	regulators	(Levin	&	Zhou,	2014;	Widjaja	et	al.,	2017).	The	genomic	locus	flanking	
the	transposon	in	AQY107	was	also	conserved	in	E.	coli	(Figure	3.4.A).	Nonetheless,	it	seemed	











bacteria	 containing	 homologues	 for	 the	 disrupted	 genes.	 The	 orange	 arrows	 indicate	 the	
insertion	sites	of	the	transposons	in	each	mutant.	The	disrupted	gene	and	its	homologues	are	
highlighted	in	yellow	and	light	purple	for	AQY107	and	AQY124	respectively.	Homologues	are	












obviously	 related	 to	 mRNA	 processing,	 but	 encoding	 a	 predicted	 bacterioferritin	
(Ser39006_0074)	(Figure	3.4.B).	Given	that	the	transposon	in	pKRCPN1	is	composed	of	a	large	













as	 bull’s-eye	 transparent	mutants	 had	 insertions	 in	 the	 same	 operon	 (Figure	 3.5.A).	 Two	
independent	 insertions	 in	 mutants	 AQY118	 and	 AQY126	 were	 located	 in	 a	 gene	
(Ser39006_1185)	predicted	to	encode	a	protein	containing	two	domains	related	to	Wzt-like	
proteins.	Wzt	is	an	ATP-dependent	O-antigen	polysaccharide	(O-PS)	binding	and	transporter	
protein	 in	E.	 coli	O9a	 (Cuthberston	 et	al.,	2010).	The	 transposon	 in	AQY102	disrupted	 the	
Ser39006_1185	 downstream	 gene	 (Ser39006_1186).	 This	 gene	 is	 predicted	 to	 encode	 a	
protein	 with	 a	 class	 I	 S-adenosylmethionine	 (SAM)-dependant	 methyltransferase	 domain	
(Figure	3.5.C).	Proteins	with	SAM-methyltransferase	domains	modify	a	variety	of	molecules,	
such	 as	 proteins,	 DNA,	 RNA,	 lipids	 and	 lipopolysaccharide	 (LPS),	 among	 others	 (Martin	&	
McMillan,	2002;	Schubert	et	al.,	2003;	Steiner	et	al.,	2008).	BLAST		analysis	revealed	that	the	
proteins	are	conserved	in	different	bacteria	from	different	phyla,	such	as	proteobacteria	and	
firmicutes	 (Tables	 3.6	 and	 3.7).	 Interestingly,	 upstream	 genes	 are	 predicted	 to	 encode	






arrow	 indicates	 the	 transposon	 insertion	 site	 in	 each	 mutant.	 The	 disrupted	 genes	 are	
highlighted	in	light	blue	for	AQY102	and	dark	blue	for	AQY118	and	AQY126.	Upstream	and	
downstream	genes	are	represented	as	grey	filled	arrows.	Genes	are	annotated	with	the	prefix	











In	 contrast	 to	 the	 bull’s-eye	 transparent	 isolates,	 not	 all	 the	 transposon	 insertions	 in	 the	
bull’s-eye	opaque	mutants	were	 located	 in	genes	from	the	same	operon	(Figure	3.6.A	and	
3.7).	Nonetheless,	BLAST	analysis	revealed	that	these	genes	and	other	genes	in	their	operons	
might	 also	 code	 for	 proteins	 related	 to	 LPS	 synthesis	 and	 transport	 (Table	 3.8	 and	 3.9).	
AQY103	 and	 AQY115	were	 disrupted	 for	 the	 same	 gene	 (Ser39006_0591).	 This	 gene	was	
predicted	to	code	for	a	conserved	protein	with	a	Wzy-like	C-terminal	domain	(Figure	3.6.B).	
Wzy	is	an	inner	membrane	protein	that	catalyses	the	addition	of	glycans	into	the	LPS	chain	







Figure	 3.6.	 Bioinformatic	 analysis	 of	 the	 transposon	 insertion	 site	 in	 bull’s-eye	 opaque	
mutants	AQY103	and	AQY115.	A.	Genomic	context	of	the	transposon	insertions.	The	orange	
arrow	 indicates	 the	 transposon	 insertion	 site	 in	 each	 mutant.	 The	 disrupted	 gene	 is	
highlighted	 in	 purple.	 Upstream	 genes	 are	 represented	 as	 grey	 filled	 arrows.	 Genes	 are	
annotated	with	the	prefix	S39006_	and	a	suffix	number	indicated	for	each	gene.	B.	Amino	




















AQY124)	 mutants	 showed	 that	 cells	 remained	 dispersed	 after	 slide	 preparation	 for	




Figure	3.8.	 Cell	 aggregation	 in	 S39006	mutants.	PCM	 images	of	NWA19	 (ΔpigC),	 AQY121	
(Ser39006_3835::TnKRCPN1),	AQY107	(trkH::TnKRCPN1),	AQY124	(tufA::TnKRCPN1),	AQY102	
(Ser39006_1186::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY126	 (Ser39006_1185::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY103	













to	NWA19.	 Interestingly,	 although	 the	bull’s-eye	opaque	mutants	produced	 less	antibiotic	
than	NW19,	the	deficiency	was	more	pronounced	in	mutant	AQY125.	
	




“bull’s-eye”	 transparent	 mutants	 produced	 minor	 swimming	 halos,	 whilst	 the	 bull’s-eye	
opaque	were	non-motile.		
	
Overall,	 the	 results	 in	 this	 chapter	 indicate	 that	 the	 deoR-like	 gene	 disrupted	 in	 AQY121	
encodes	a	highly	pleiotropic	 regulator	 that	might	be	 involved	 in	positive	 regulation	of	gas	
vesicles	and	carbapenem	production,	while	repressing	flagellar	motility	in	the	WT	strain.	The	
potassium	transporter,	trkH,	and	the	elongation	factor	Tu	genes	disrupted	in	hyper-opaque	
mutants	 AQY107	 and	 AQY124,	 respectively,	 might	 be	 important	 negative	 gas	 vesicle	
regulators,	but	with	moderate	positive	impacts	on	antibiotic	production	and	flagellar	motility.	
The	genes	disrupted	 in	bull’s-eye	mutants	might	regulate	the	production	of	LPS	molecules	











to	 the	 carbapenem	 activity	 of	 normalized	 (OD600	 1.0)	 NWA19	 (ΔpigC),	 AQY121	
(Ser39006_3835::TnKRCPN1),	AQY107	(trkH::TnKRCPN1),	AQY124	(tufA::TnKRCPN1),	AQY102	
(Ser39006_1186::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY126	 (Ser39006_1185::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY103	






NWA19	 (ΔpigC),	 AQY21	 (Ser39006_3835::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY107	 (trkH::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY124	
(tufA::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY102	 (Ser39006_1186::TnKRCPN1),	 AQY126	





















phenotypes	 in	 bacteria	 by	 releasing	 promoter	 regions	 after	 allosteric	 binding	 with	
phosphorylated	sugars	in	their	sensor	domain	(Mortensen	et	al.,	1989;	Garcés	et	al.,	2008).	
Studies	 in	 different	 bacteria	 confirm	 that	 regulators	 of	 the	 DeoR	 family	 control	 multiple	

























2017).	 Nonetheless,	 how	 extracellular	 potassium	 controls	 flagellar	 motility	 has	 not	 been	
established.		
	
The	 hyper-opaque	mutant	 AQY124	 contained	 an	 insertion	 in	 one	 of	 the	 two	 gene	 copies	
coding	 for	 the	 elongation	 factor	 Tu.	 Although	 this	mutant	was	 hyper-buoyant,	 it	 showed	
reduced	swimming	motility	and	carbapenem	production	(Figure	3.1,	3.9	and	3.10).		EF-Tu	has	




the	 AQY107	 patches	 (Figure	 3.1.B).	 Besides	 its	 crucial	 role	 in	 protein	 synthesis,	 in	 vitro	
experiments	suggested	that	EF-Tu	acts	as	a	chaperone	protecting	unfolded	and	denatured	
proteins	 (Caldas	et	 al.,	1998)	Moreover,	 curiously	 it	 has	been	 reported	 that	 EF-Tu	 can	be	
bound	 to	 the	 outer	 surface,	 outer	 membrane	 vesicles	 and	 fibronectin	 in	 Acinetobacter	
baumanii,	and	toxins	that	are	essential	in	Type	VI	secretion-based	defence	in	P.	aeruginosa	
(Dallo	 et	 al.,	 2012;	Whitney	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 It	 seems	 that	 EF-Tu	may	 play	multiple	 roles	 in	
bacteria;	nonetheless,	its	role	in	motility,	cell	buoyancy	and	secondary	metabolism	regulation	





membrane	 LPS	 architecture	 (Table	 3.1).	 Mutants	 AQY103,	 AQY115	 and	 AQY125	 may	 be	
impaired	 for	 LPS	 biosynthesis,	 AQY118	 and	 AQY126	 for	 transport,	 and	 AQY102	 for	
methylation.	Alterations	in	the	outer	LPS	layer	in	other	proteobacteria,	such	as	Vibrio	cholerae	
O1	and	Myxococcus	 xanthus,	 also	 result	 in	 distinctive	 colony	morphologies	 (Morris	et	 al.,	





be	defective	 for	 carbapenem	production.	The	bull’s-eye	 transparent	mutants	 in	 this	 study	
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have	 similar	 colony	 shape	 to	 three	 S39006	 mutants	 (TPP31,	 TPP38	 and	 TPL531)	 studied	
previously	for	prodigiosin	production	(Paterson,	2013).	Double	mutants	TPP31	and	TPP38	had	
insertions	in	the	same	gene	affected	for	mutants	AQY118	and	AQY126	(Ser39006_1185)	 in	
addition	 to	 insertions	 in	 ygfX	 (Previously	 annotated	 as	 pigV).	 Paterson	 (2013)	 refers	 to	
Ser39006_1185	as	wzt;	however,	BLASTP	analysis	of	the	predicted	amino	acid	sequence	from	
Ser39006_1185	 showed	 only	 40%	 and	 54%	 identity	 and	 similarity,	 respectively	 with	 the	
characterized	Wzt	from	E.	coli	N24c	serotype	O9.		Given	the	phenotypic	impact	and	moderate	
homology	of	its	protein	product	with	Wzt,	Ser39006_1185	was	not	referenced	in	this	work	as	
wzt.	 More	 important	 is	 that	 the	 TPP31	 and	 TPP38	 mutants	 showed	 reduced	 prodigiosin	





Mutant	TPL531	had	transposon	 insertions	 in	ygfX	and	the	anti-	𝜎E	 (sigma	factor	E)	protein	
gene	rseA	instead	of	Ser39006_1185	(Paterson,	2013).		The	mutation	in	rseA	increased	the	
reporter	activity	 in	a	ygfX::lacZ	fusion	strain.	RseA	is	a	sequestering	protein	controlling	𝜎E,	
which	 is	 an	 outer	 membrane	 stress	 response	 regulator	 that	 facilitates	 the	 expression	 of	
multiple	genes	coding	for	outer	membrane	proteins	(OMPs),	and	LPS	synthesis	and	transport	






help	 to	 understand	 the	 connection	 between	 outer	 cell	 membrane	 assembly	 and	 genetic	
regulation	in	S39006.		
	
Flotation	 assays	 showed	 that	 LPS	 mutants	 precipitated	 after	 3	 days	 (Figure	 3.2.D).	
Interestingly	however,	PCM	 images	of	 individual	 cells	 showed	 that	bull’s-eye	mutants	 still	
produce	phase	bright	structures	(gas	vesicles).	This	suggested	that,	although	gas	vesicles	are	
essential,	other	components	 (LPS)	are	also	necessary	 for	cell	buoyancy.	Also,	PCM	 images	
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revealed	 that	 bull’s-eye	 mutant	 cells	 stuck	 to	 each	 other	 forming	 abnormal	 cell	 clusters	
(Figure	 3.8).	 Mutations	 in	 different	 LPS	 genes	 may	 result	 in	 altered	 outer	 membrane	
architectures	that	affect	cell	buoyancy	in	S39006.	This	rare	conglomeration	of	cells	may	have	
increased	their	density	and,	therefore,	led	to	precipitation.	Bacteria	can	modify	their	outer	
membrane	architecture,	 through	O-PS	modification,	 to	adapt	and	shape	 their	 interactions	
with	the	environment	(Lerouge	&	Vanderleyden,	2002).	Cell	aggregation	has	been	reported	
as	 a	 distinctive	 strategy	 facilitating	 loss	 of	 buoyancy	 after	 sulphide	 depletion	 in	 the	












flagellar	 structure	 itself.	Here,	 it	was	shown	that	 flagellar	motility	was	altered	 to	different	





transduction.	 In	 contrast,	 the	bull’s-eye	mutants	 had	more	dramatic	 defects	 in	 swimming	
motility	 than	 the	 other	 mutants.	 The	 bull’s-eye	 transparent	 mutants	 showed	 moderate	
swimming	 halos	 after	 48	 h	 of	 incubation,	 whilst	 the	 bull’s-eye	 opaque	 mutants	 did	 not	
(Section	3.5).	Because	it	was	possible	to	transduce	the	mutations	from	the	bull’s-eye	opaque	
mutants,	 their	 motility	 deficiency	 is	 not	 caused	 by	 an	 absolute	 impairment	 in	 flagellar	
assembly	 or	 rotation.	 Previous	 reports	 in	 Salmonella	 enterica	 serovar	 Typhimurium	 and	
Proteus	mirabilis	 showed	 that	mutations	 in	genes	 (such	as	waaL	and	wzx)	 involved	 in	 LPS	
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synthesis	and	transport	affect	swarming	motility	 (Toguchi	et	al.,	2000;	Morgenstein	et	al.,	
2010).	 Another	 study	 in	 E.	 coli	 showed	 that	mutations	 in	 different	 genes	 involved	 in	 LPS	
synthesis	have	different	impacts	on	flhDC	expression	and	in	both	swimming	and	swarming	
motilities	 (Girgis	et	al.,	2007).	 It	 is	possible	 that	 the	LPS	mutants	have	 impacts	on	motility	










































Random	 transposon	 mutagenesis	 of	 the	 prodigiosin	 defective	 strain,	 S39006	 LacA	 ∆pigC	
(NWA19),	enabled	identification	of	potential	regulators	of	gas	vesicle	production	(Chapter	3).	
Mutant	 AQY121	 carried	 a	 transposon	 insertion	 in	 a	 previously	 uncharacterized	 gene	
annotated	 as	 Ser39006_3835	 predicted	 to	 encode	 a	 DeoR-like	 transcriptional	 factor.	 The	
mutation	in	this	gene	disrupted	the	formation	of	phase	bright	structures	(gas	vesicles)	and	







that	 the	 mutation	 in	 floR	 caused	 reduction	 in	 gas	 vesicle	 production	 leading	 to	 reduced	
buoyancy	 and	 lack	 of	 phase	 bright	 structures	 observed	 in	 AQY121	 (S39006	 LacA	 ∆pigC	
floR::TnKRCPN1)	in	previous	assays	(Figure	4.1,	see	also	Figure	3.1,	Chapter	3).	Gas	vesicles	
confer	 opacity	 on	 S39006	 colonies,	 and	 so	 the	 absence	 of	 gas	 vesicles	 observed	 in	 TEM	
analysis	explained	the	translucent	phenotype	observed	in	colonies	and	patches	of	the	floR	











































2016;	 Lee	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 The	 𝛽-glucuronidase	 (UidA)	 reporter	 activity	 throughout	 growth	






























































Figure	4.4.	 Complementation	of	gvrA	 expression	 in	 the	 floR	mutant.	Cell	 density	 (OD600,	
dotted	 lines)	 and	 gene	 expression	 (RFU	 min-1	 OD600-1,	 continuous	 lines)	 were	 measured	
throughout	 growth	 in	 LB	with	 0.2	%	 arabinose.	 Complementation	 for	gvrA::uidA	 reporter	
activity	 in	the	floR	mutant	was	assessed	by	ectopic	expression	with	pAQY2	(grey	box).	The	
reporter	strain	and	floR	mutant	containing	the	empty	vector	were	used	as	controls,	white	and	
green	 respectively.	The	data	 represent	 the	average	and	standard	deviation	 (error	bars)	of	














were	 taken	 (Figure	 4.5).	 The	 floR	 mutant	 carrying	 an	 empty	 vector	 showed	 significantly	
reduced	levels	of	prodigiosin	production	from	mid	exponential	to	stationary	growth	phase,	
whilst	the	complemented	mutant	recovered	production	observed	in	the	gvpA1::uidA	strain	
carrying	an	empty	vector	 (See	ANOVA	analysis	 in	Figure	4.5	 legend).	This	result	confirmed	




AQY121	 impaired	 carbapenem	 production,	 while	 increasing	 swimming	 motility.	 These	
phenotypes	 were	 reproduced	 in	 the	 floR	 mutants	 obtained	 after	 transduction	 of	 the	
transposon	 insertion	 into	 the	 WT	 background	 strain	 (Figures	 4.6	 and	 4.7).	 WT	 S39006	
produced	 a	 clear	 halo	 of	 inhibition	 on	 the	 𝛽-lactam	 supersensitive	 strain	 E.	 coli	 ESS.	 In	
contrast,	 patches	 of	 the	 floR	 mutant	 did	 not	 show	 antibiotic	 activity;	 similar	 to	 the	
carbapenem	 negative	 control	 strain	 MC54	 (Figure	 4.6).	 Ectopic	 expression	 of	 floR	 in	 the	
mutant	confirmed	that	this	regulator	also	controls	swimming	motility	(Figure	4.7).	The	mutant	
with	an	empty	vector	produced	greater	swimming	halos,	whilst	the	complemented	mutant	
displayed	 a	 similar	 swimming	 phenotype	 to	 that	 of	WT.	 Given	 the	 impact	 of	 floR	 on	 gas	















represent	 the	 average	 and	 standard	 deviation	 (error	 bars)	 of	 three	 biological	 replicates.	
ANOVA	 two-factor	 analysis	 of	 the	 prodigiosin	 production	 from	 6	 to	 14	 h	 of	 growth	 in	


























A	previous	 study	 showed	 that	 S39006	 cells	 grown	 in	microaerophilic	 conditions	 exhibited	
increased	transcription	of	the	gvpA1-gvpY	operon,	compared	to	aerated	cultures	(Ramsay	et	
al.,	 2011).	 Therefore,	 oxygen	 depletion	 is	 considered	 an	 important	 input	 stimulating	 the	
production	of	gas	vesicles.	Strains	carrying	the	mutation	in	floR	were	assessed	for	oxygen-
dependent	 gas	 vesicle	 gene	 expression.	 The	𝛽-glucuronidase	 reporter	 activity	 in	 the	 floR	
mutant	background	under	 reduced	aeration	 showed	 that	both	gvpA1-gvpY	and	gvrA-gvrC	























4.5	 TMT	 labelling	 and	 LC-MS/MS	 quantitation	 and	 sequencing	 of	 intracellular	 proteins	
confirms	that	floR	is	a	pleiotropic	regulator	
	
The	 identification	 of	 the	 transposon	 insertion	 in	 AQY121	 and	 subsequent	 bioinformatic	
analysis	showed	that	floR	 is	the	last	gene	in	an	operon	(See	figure	3.3,	chapter	3),	and	the	
genes	 3’	 of	 floR	 were	 transcribed	 convergently.	 Therefore,	 it	 was	 not	 expected	 that	 the	
transposon	 insertion	 in	 floR	 could	 cause	 any	 polar	 effects	 on	 downstream	 genes.	
Complementation	 of	gvpA1	 and	gvrA	 promoter	 activity,	 phase	 bright	 structures,	 pigment	










the	 WT	 and	 different	 mutants	 (including	 the	 floR	 strains)	 were	 observed	 between	 mid-
exponential	and	stationary	growth	phase	in	cells	incubated	for	14-20	hours	(Ramsay	et	al.,	
2011;	Lee	et	al.,	2017).	Therefore,	cell	samples	from	WT	and	the	floR	mutant	cultures	were	
taken	 at	 stationary	 growth	 phase	 and	 normalized	 for	 optical	 density	 prior	 to	 protein	
extraction.	 This	 procedure	 was	 done	 in	 collaboration	 with	 Chin	Mei	 Lee,	 a	 Ph.D	 student	
working	on	 the	characterization	of	 	S39006	 rbsR::TnKRCPN1.	The	purified	protein	samples	
were	sent	for	tandem	mass	tagging	(TMT)	of	peptides	with	10	isobaric	reporters	(TMT-10plex)	
in	the	Cambridge	Centre	for	Proteomics	(CCP)	for	separation,	sequencing	and	quantitation	via	







were	 uploaded	 for	 public	 access	 in	 www.ecogene.org	 and	
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene.	Moreover,	the	amino	acid	sequences	for	the	predicted	
proteins	 are	 accessible	 through	 different	 databases	 websites,	 such	 as	
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/	 ,	 and	 http://www.uniprot.org,	 among	 others.	 The	
















protein	abundance	variation.	Samples	of	 the	 floR	mutant	 in	PCA	were	separated	from	WT	
samples,	whilst	replicates	for	each	samples	were	located	close	to	each	other	(Figure	4.13).	In	






















































produced	 in	 significantly	 lower	 amounts	 in	 the	 floR	mutant.	 The	 affected	 proteins	 were:	
structural	proteins	GvpA1,	GvpC,	GvpF1,	GvpG	and	GvpN	(necessary	for	gas	vesicles	shape),	
regulatory	 proteins	 GvrA	 and	 GvrB,	 and	 proteins	 with	 unknown	 function	 that	 are	 not	
considered	essential	for	gas	vesicle	formation,	such	as	GvpW,	GvpY,	GvpH	and	GvpZ.	Although	
three	other	proteins	were	detected,	they	did	not	have	significant	changes	when	compared	to	
WT	 samples.	 These	were:	 the	 structural	protein	GvpF2	and	proteins	of	unknown	 function	
GvpK	 and	GvpX.	 5	 proteins	were	 not	 detected	 in	 the	DEA	 LIMMA	analysis:	 the	 structural	
proteins	GvpA2,	GvpA3	GvpF3,	and	GvpV	(necessary	for	gas	vesicle	shape)	and	the	regulatory	
protein,	 GvrC	 (Figure	 4.14).	 Overall,	 the	 quantitation	 and	 identification	 of	 the	 proteins	
encoded	by	the	gvpA-gvpY	and	gvrA-gvrC	operons	confirmed	previous	results	showing	the	






Figure	 4.14.	 Fold	 change	 production	 of	 gas	 vesicle	 proteins	 in	 the	 floR	 mutant.	 Bars	





In	 section	 4.3,	 it	was	 shown	 that	 the	mutation	 in	 floR	 affected	 antibiotic	 production	 and	
swimming	motility	(Figures	4.5,	4.6	and	4.7).	As	with	the	proteins	encoded	by	the	gas	vesicle	





The	 reduced	 production	 of	 the	 carbapenem	 biosynthetic	 enzymes	 CarA,	 CarB	 and	 CarC	
explains	the	impaired	antibiotic	activity	of	the	floR	mutant	(Table	4.1).	The	proteins	providing	
intrinsic	resistance	to	carbapenem,	CarF	and	CarG,	were	also	detected	in	lower	amounts	in	
the	 mutant.	 These	 proteins	 are	 essential	 in	 P.	 carotovorum	 to	 avoid	 suicide	 during	
carbapenem	 production	 (McGowan	 et	 al.,	 1996).	 The	 resistance	 of	 the	 floR	 mutant	 to	
	 99	
exogenous	 carbapenem	production	 from	 the	 carbapenem	producer	 strain	P.	 carotovorum	
ATTn10	was	tested	(Figure	4.15.	A	negative	control	for	carbapenem	sensitivity	with	a	WT	top	
















others	 proteins	 predicted	 as	 chemotactic	 response	 regulators	 were	 identified	 as	 up-
regulated.	 This	 result	 supported	 previous	 observations	 on	 the	 hyper-motility	 of	 the	 floR	
mutant	(Figure	4.7).	The	surfactant	synthesis	protein	RhlA	was	also	detected	in	high	amounts	
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Previous	 studies	 identified	 the	 transcription	 factor	 PigP	 as	 a	 master	 regulator	 affecting	
multiple	 genes	 involved	 in	 antibiotic	 production	 and	 motility	 (Fineran	 et	 al.,	 2005(a);	
Williamson	 et	 al.,	2008).	 Similar	 to	 floR,	pigP	mutants	 are	 defective	 for	 carbapenem	 and	
prodigiosin	 production,	 but	 hyper-active	 for	 flagellar	 motility.	 Thus,	 it	 was	 reasonable	 to	
hypothesize	that	floR	dependent	regulation	was	connected	to	other	regulators	affecting	the	
phenotypes	studied	before.	Searches	were	done	 for	 regulators	previously	characterized	 in	
S39006	 among	 the	 2410	 proteins	 identified	 from	 the	 TMT	 LC-MS/MS	 experiment	 (See	
Chapter	1,	 sections	1.4,	1.6	and	1.4,	and	Figure	1.5).	Table	4.3	summarizes	 the	 regulatory	



















red	and	 rap	 in	 light	blue.	Continuous	 lines	 indicate	direct	 regulation,	whilst	discontinuous	
indirect.	 Arrows	 and	 perpendicular	 lines	 indicate	 activation	 and	 inactivation	 respectively,	
















of	 RsmA,	 and	 FloR	 controlled	 the	 RsmA	 levels	 through	 post-transcriptional	 regulatory	
pathways.		
	
The	 small	 RNA	 csrB	 (a	 rsmB	homologue)	 binds	 to	 CsrA	 (a	 RsmA	 homologue)	 in	 E.	 coli	 to	









mutation	 in	 floR	 bypassed	 the	 rsmB	 mutant	 phenotype.	 If	 floR-dependent	 gas	 vesicle	
production	 were	 solely	 controlled	 through	 the	 RsmA-rsmB	 pathway,	 some	 gas	 vesicle	
production	would	be	expected	in	the	rsmB,	floR	double	mutant.	The	absence	of	phase	bright	








rpoS	 transcription	 indirectly	 through	 inhibition	of	PigU	(Wilf	et	al.,	2011;	Wilf	et	al.,	2013)	
(Figure	 4.17.A	 and	 sections	 1.6.2,	 1.6.3	 and	 1.7.3).	 Interestingly,	 the	 floR	mutant	 showed	
overexpression	 of	 PigU	 and	 reduction	 of	 RpoS	 levels,	 whilst	 Hfq	 production	 did	 not	 vary	
significantly	 (Table	 4.3).	 This	 result	 suggested	 that	 floR	 regulates	 PigU	 and	 RpoS	 without	
affecting	 Hfq	 expression.	 To	 assess	 the	 impact	 of	 floR	 on	 the	 PigU-RpoS	 pathway,	 the	
mutation	 in	 floR	was	 transduced	 into	a	rpoS::uidA	strain	and	the	reporter	activity	and	cell	
morphology	measured	(Figures	4.18.C	and	4.19).	The	𝛽-glucuronidase	activity	in	the	rpoS,	floR	
double	mutant	was	lower	than	in	the	rpoS	single	mutant;	this	supported	the	idea	that	FloR	
regulates	 the	 expression	 of	 the	 sigma	 factor.	 Surprisingly,	 the	 rpoS::uidA	 mutant	 did	 not	
produce	phase	bright	structures	(Figure	4.19).	The	rpoS-dependent	regulation	of	gas	vesicles	
has	not	been	reported	in	S39006.	Taking	together	the	proteomics	data,	plus	the	transcription	































and	 prodigiosin)	 and	 reduced	 production	 of	 RsmA,	 RpoS	 and	 PstS,	 which	 are	 negative	
regulators	(Table	4.3).	This	implied	that	the	overexpression	of	PigU,	PigT	and	the	inhibition	of	
RsmA,	RpoS,	PstS	should	lead	to	carbapenem	and	prodigiosin	production	above	WT	levels.	
However,	 this	 was	 not	 observed	 in	 the	 phenotypic	 characterization	 of	 the	 floR	mutant	

























and	rpoS::uidA,	 floR	 strains	was	up-regulated	compared	to	WT	and	the	single	 floR	mutant	
(Figure	4.20).	Contrary	to	prodigiosin	production	in	rap	and	rap,	floR	mutants,	the	rsmA::uidA,	
floR	and	 rpoS::uidA,	 floR	mutants	show	significantly	 reduced	prodigiosin	production	when	
compared	 to	 rsmA::uidA	 and	 rpoS::uidA	 single	 mutants.	 As	 the	 mutation	 in	 rap	 was	 not	
bypassed	 by	 the	 mutation	 in	 floR,	 contrary	 to	 the	 rsmA	 and	 rpoS	 mutants,	 it	 may	 be	

































and	 BHL	 production	 in	 continuous	 lines.	 The	 data	 represent	 the	 average	 and	 standard	
























homologue	 (V3T1I6),	 the	 ribose	 dehydrogenase	 RbsD	 (V3TQM9),	 the	 aerobic	 C4-
dicarboxylate	transporter	DctA	(V3TU23)	and	other	uncharacterised	proteins	with	conserved	
domains	related	to	carbohydrates	hydrolysis,	 recognition	and	transport	were	 found	highly	
expressed	 (Table	 4.4).	 Other	 proteins	 with	 conserved	 domains	 apparently	 unrelated	 to	
carbohydrate	utilisation	were	also	overexpressed.	This	includes	proteins	involved	in	flagellar	




Bioinformatic	 analysis	 of	 proteins	 down-regulated	 by	 the	mutation	 in	 floR	 was	 also	 done	
(Table	4.5).	As	expected,	proteins	from	the	carbapenem,	prodigiosin	and	gas	vesicle	clusters	
were	 identified	 among	 the	 most	 affected	 proteins.	 Other	 proteins	 related	 to	 central	


















encoded	 by	 genes	 Ser39006_3841	 (V3TKK5),	 Ser39006_3840	 (V3TPE5),	 Ser39006_3839	
(V3THV3),	 Ser39006_3838	 (V3SY19),	 Ser39006_3837	 (V3UZX5),	 Ser39006_3836	 (V3SYI3),	
Ser39006_3834	 (V3TDP9),	Ser39006_3833	 (V3TKK0),	Ser39006_3832	 (V3UZW9)	 in	WT	and	





















in	 it	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.23.B.	 The	 MEME	 analysis	 identified	 a	 potential	 22bp	 binding	
sequence	overlapping	the	transcription	initiation	site	and	the	-10	box	next	to	the	floR	operon	
(Figure	4.23.A).	However,	the	motif	found	could	not	be	considered	significant	because	error	





















expressed	 in	 the	 TMT	 and	 LC-MS/MS	 experiment	 was	 detected	 (green	 nucleotides).	 B.		
















of	 gas	 vesicles	 and	 flagellar	 hyper-motility	 are	 caused	by	 rsmB-mediated	 inhibition	of	 the	














RpoS	 facilitates	 the	 transcription	 of	 the	 rsmA-homologue,	 csrA,	 whilst	 CsrA	 induces	 RpoS	
proteolysis	 (Yakhnin	et	al.,	2011;	Park	et	al.,	2017).	Given	that	rsmA	 transcription	was	not	









(Table	 4.3).	 FloR	may	 inhibit	pigU	 expression	 to	 promote	 rpoS	 transcription	 through	Hfq-







Figure	 4.24.	 Model	 of	 floR-dependent	 regulation	 in	 the	 network.	 A.	 FloR	 regulation	 of	
rsmA/rsmB,	pigU/rpoS	and	pigT-dependent	pathways.	B.	FloR	regulation	of	pstS,	QS	and	rap	
dependent	 pathways.	 Lines	 ending	 in	 arrows	 indicate	 positive	 regulation,	 whilst	
perpendicular	lines	indicate	negative	regulation.	See	text	for	detailed	information.		
	
Ramsay	 and	 co-workers	 (2011)	 showed	 that	 gas	 vesicles	 were	 mostly	 produced	 at	 late-
exponential	 and	 stationary	phase	 via	QS	 regulation.	Given	 the	 loss	of	 gas	 vesicles	 in	 rpoS	
mutants	 and	 its	 role	 in	 stationary	 phase	 gene	 regulation,	 it	 is	 possible	 that	 RpoS	 is	 also	
essential	 for	 gas	 vesicle	 formation	 at	 high-cell	 densities.	 Both	QS	 and	 RpoS	 are	 positively	
	 122	
regulated	by	Hfq	in	S39006	(Wilf	et	al.,	2011;	Wilf	et	al.,	2013)	(See	Chapter	1,	section	1.7.3	
and	 Figure	 1.4).	 Moreover,	 other	 investigations	 in	 Pseudomonas	 aeruginosa	 and	
Pseudomonas	fluorescens	suggested	that	RpoS	controls	QS	regulation	by	helping	their	LuxR-
homologues	to	recognize	multiple	promoter	regions	(Schuster	et	al.,	2004;	Liu	et	al.,	2018)	






In	 addition	 to	 proteomics,	 phenotypic	 assays	 suggested	 that	 FloR	 positive	 regulation	 of	
antibiotic	production	is	caused	mostly	through	Rap	instead	of	RsmA-rsmB,	PigU-RpoS,	PigT	
and	PstS-SmaI-dependent	pathways	(Sections	4.3,	4.6.1	and	4.6.2,	and	Figures	4.20	and	4.24).	







The	 proteomic	 data	 suggested	 that	 FloR	 represses	 its	 own	 operon	 to	 control	 its	 own	
expression	along	with	genes	encoding	an	uncharacterized	four-carbon	kinase	and	a	PdxA-like	
protein	(Figure	4.22A	and	Table	4.4).	PdxA	(4-hydroxythreonine-4-phosphate	dehydrogenase)	
is	 part	 of	 the	 pyridoxal-5-phosphate	 (Vitamin	 B6)	 pathway,	 which	 utilises	 D-erythose-4-
phosphate	as	precursor	(Laber	et	al.,	1999).	D-erythose-4-phosphate	is	also	an	intermediate	
of	the	pentose	phosphate	pathway	(PPP).	Thus,	 it	 is	possible	that	the	FloR-regulated	four-
carbon	 kinase	 encoded	 by	 Ser39006_3837	 and	 the	 PdxA-like	 protein	 encoded	 by	




mutant	 (Section	4.7).	The	 ribose	operon	regulator	RbsR	and	 the	CsrD	homologue,	PigX,	 in	
	 123	
S39006	also	regulate	the	expression	of	enzymes	involved	in	carbon	utilisation,	such	as	ribose	









pleiotropic	 regulation	 has	 been	 studied	 in	 different	 Gram-negative	 bacteria	 (Saier,	 1998;	
Nanchen	et	al.,	2008;	Stella	et	al.,	2008;	Kalivoda	et	al.,	2010;	Shimada	et	al.,	2011).	In	Serratia	
marcescens,	glucose-depleted	conditions	induce	the	production	of	the	secondary	messenger	




be	 important	 in	 bacteria	 to	 remain	 in	 environments	 with	 high	 quality	 carbon	 substrates,	
whilst	cAMP-CRP-dependent	activation	of	motility	might	help	to	migrate	from	environments	
limited	 in	 energy	 resources	 (Zhao	 et	 al.,	 2007;	 Stella	 et	 al.,	 2008).	 Interestingly,	mutants	
defective	in	genes	involved	in	carbon	metabolism	regulation,	such	as	rsmA,	rpoS,	rbsR	and	
floR	 showed	 contrasting	 flagella	 and	 gas	 vesicle	 phenotypes.	 Furthermore,	 although	 cell	
movement	 via	 gas	 vesicles	 is	 limited	 to	 a	 vertical	 plane,	 it	 has	 been	 proposed	 as	 a	






production	 in	 S.	 marcescens.	 Moreover,	 glucose	 inhibits	 prodigiosin	 production	 in	 crp	
mutants.	This	suggests	that	glucose	also	controls	pigment	production	through	CyaA-cAMP-




production	 has	 been	 suggested	 as	 a	 strategy	 to	 avoid	 “energy-spilling”	 during	 starvation	
(Kalivoda	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 Possibly,	 catabolic	 regulators,	 such	 as	 FloR,	 stimulate	 prodigiosin	





Experiments	 investigating	 microaerophilic	 conditions	 suggested	 that	 FloR	 regulation	 is	
essential	 for	 cell	 buoyancy	 in	 low	 oxygen	 concentrations	 (Section	 4.4).	 Probably,	 oxygen	
depletion	in	cultures	of	the	floR	mutant	did	not	stimulate	the	activity	of	the	gvpA1	promoter	
because	 the	 intrinsic	 gas	 vesicle	 regulators	GvrA,	GvrB,	GvrC	were	 down-regulated.	More	
importantly,	 FloR	 may	 facilitate	 migration,	 aided	 by	 gas	 vesicles,	 to	 environments	 with	
optimal	oxygen	concentrations	and	energy	resources.	Exposure	to	oxygen-rich	environments	





TMT	 10-plex	 and	 LC-MS/MS	 sequencing	 and	 quantitation	 of	 the	 Intracellular	 proteome	
identified	 802	 proteins	 differentially	 expressed	 (P	 value	 <0.05)	 in	 the	 floR	mutant.	 The	
proteomic	 data	 confirmed	 the	 results	 on	 gas	 vesicle	 formation,	 antibiotic	 production	 and	
motility.	 Furthermore,	 the	 proteomic	 analysis	 permitted	 targeting	 the	 regulatory	 and	
catabolic	pathways	affected	by	the	mutation	in	floR.	Previous	experiments	 in	pigX	and	hfq	











important;	 the	 higher	 the	 plex,	 the	 total	 number	 of	 proteins	 identified	 decreases.	
Nonetheless,	the	sampling	time	could	explain	the	difference	in	proteins	identified	between	





factors	 could	 explain	 this	 result:	 (i)	 detection	 limitations	 from	 the	 TMT	 and	 LC-MS/MS	
























in	 the	 floR	 mutant	 does	 not	 affect	 the	 biosynthetic	 and	 resistance	 proteins	 similarily.	
Moreover,	carF	and	carG	expression	is	under	control	of	an	internal	promoter	within	carD,	in	


























































To	 confirm	 that	 trkH	 regulates	 gas	 vesicle	 production,	 phage	 transduction	 was	 used	 to	
transfer	the	trkH	mutation	into	WT	cells	and	reporter	fusion	strains	for	the	gvpA1-gvpY	and	




































Mutations	 in	 some	genes	 in	 the	gvrA-gvrC	operon	 result	 in	 loss	 of	 gas	 vesicle	 production	
(Tashiro	 et	 al.,	 2016),	 whilst	 the	 trkH	mutation	 leads	 to	 hyper-production	 of	 gas	 vesicles	
through	up-regulation	of	 the	gvpA1-gvpY	operon.	 Thus,	whether	 the	 trkH	mutation	could	
bypass	 the	mutation	 in	essential	genes	 for	gas	vesicle	 formation	 in	gvrA-gvrC	operon	was	
assessed.	Figure	5.4	shows	the	patch	and	cell	morphology	for	double	gvrA,trkH;	gvpF2,	trkH;		
gvpF3,trkH;	gvrB,	trkH;	and	gvrC,	trkH	mutants.	This	showed	that	the	mutation	in	trkH	did	not	






Figure	 5.4.	 Gas	 vesicle	 production	 in	 trkH,	 (gvrA;	 gvpF2;	 gvpF3;	 gvrB	 and	 gvrC)	 double	
mutants.	Patch	and	cell	morphology	in	PCM	of	double	mutants	for	trkH	and	genes	essential	




in	 trans.	 Ectopic	 expression	under	 control	 of	 an	 arabinose-inducible	promoter	 in	 the	 trkH	
mutant	 resulted	 in	 significantly	 reduced	 gvpA1	 transcription	 compared	 with	 the	 mutant	
carrying	 an	 empty	 vector	 (Figure	 5.5.A).	 Furthermore,	 the	 transcription	 of	 gvpA1	 in	 the	
complemented	mutant	was	similar	to	that	in	the	control	strain	(gvpA1::uidA).	The	production	
of	 GvpC,	 a	 protein	 encoded	 from	 the	gvpA1-gvpAY	 operon	 and	 important	 for	 gas	 vesicle	
structure	strengthening,	was	also	assessed	in	a	Western	Blot.	As	expected,	the	trkH	mutant	
carrying	an	empty	vector	showed	hyper-production	of	GvpC,	whilst	this	was	reduced	in	the	
complemented	 mutant	 (Figure	 5.5.B).	 These	 results	 were	 corroborated	 by	 analyzing	 the	
formation	of	phase-bright	structures.	Cells	complemented	for	trkH	lost	gas	vesicle	production	
















Figure	 5.6.	 Complementation	 of	 the	 trkH	 mutant	 gas	 vesicle	 production.	 Scale	 bars	
correspond	to	1	μm.	Images	are	representative	of	three	biological	replicates.	
	 132	
5.2	 Environmental	 potassium	 controls	 gas	 vesicle	 gene	 expression	 and	 morphogenesis	
through	TrkH	
	
TrkH	 is	 a	 low-affinity	 potassium	 uptake	 protein	 active	 at	 relatively	 high	 concentrations	
compared	to	other	systems	in	E.	coli	(Rhoads	et	al.,	1976;	Schlösser	et	al.,	1995).	Hence,	gene	









transcription	 activity	 was	 measured	 in	 the	 trkH	 background	 under	 different	 extracellular	
potassium	concentrations.	The	reporter	activity	in	gvpA1::uidA	and	gvpA1::uidA,	trkH	strains	
remained	 the	 same	 throughout	 growth	 in	 0.25	 mM	 KCl	 (Fig.	 5.6..B).	 In	 contrast,	 the	 𝛽-
glucuronidase	activity	increased	significantly	in	the	trkH	mutant	in	2.5	and	25	mM	KCl	from	
mid-exponential	phase	(Figure	5.7.C	and	D).	The	effect	of	potassium	and	the	trkH	mutation	






































PCM	 analysis	 in	 cells	 grown	 in	 minimal	 media	 with	 different	 potassium	 concentrations	





cell	 morphology	 analysis	 in	 PCM,	 supported	 previous	 results	 (Figure	 5.10).	 WT	 and	 trkH	
mutant	 cells	 remained	buoyant	 and	produced	phase-bright	 structures	 in	 a	 low	potassium	



















































Previous	experiments	 in	 the	prodigiosin	negative	 trkH	mutant	AQY107	suggested	 that	 the	
mutation	 in	 trkH	 is	 pleiotropic	 (Chapter	 3,	 section	 3.5).	 Therefore,	 swimming	 motility,	










WT	 (black)	 and	 trkH	 (red)	 mutant	 carrying	 an	 empty	 vector	 were	 used	 as	 controls.	 trkH	
mutants	were	complemented	with	pAQY1	in	trkH	cells	(grey).	(A)	The	image	is	representative	
of	 three	 biological	 replicates.	 (B)	 The	 data	 represent	 the	 average	 and	 standard	 deviation	
(error	bars)	of	three	biological	replicates.	
	
The	 extraction	 of	 prodigiosin	 from	 WT	 and	 mutant	 samples	 in	 stationary	 growth	 phase	
showed	that	pigment	production	was	up-regulated	in	the	trkH	background	(Figure	5.12.B).	
More	 importantly,	 complementation	 experiments	 in	 the	 mutant	 demonstrated	 that	 the	
expression	of	trkH	restored	prodigiosin	production.	The	effect	of	extracellular	potassium	on	










Figure	 5.13.	 Potassium-dependent	 regulation	 of	 prodigiosin	 production	 and	 pigA	
expression.	 A.	 Pigment	 production	 of	 WT	 and	 trkH	 cells	 cultured	 at	 different	 potassium	








not	 show	significant	 changes	between	 the	WT	and	 trkH	mutant	 (Figure	5.14.A-B).	Neither	
antibiotic	production	in	supernatants	nor	the	transcription	activity	from	the	promoter	of	the	






Figure	 5.14.	 Potassium	 effect	 on	 carbapenem	 production	 and	 carA	 expression.	 A.	
Carbapenem	production	in	mid	exponential	and	stationary	phase	(6	to	14	h)	of	gvpA1::uidA	
and	gvpA1::uidA,	trkH	strains	grown	in	LB.	B.	Halos	of	inhibition	of	E.	coli	ESS	from	gvpA1::uidA	
(black)	 and	 gvpA1::uidA,	 trkH	 (red)	 supernatants	 taken	 from	 6	 to	 14	 h.	 	 Images	 are	
representative	of	three	biological	replicates.	C.	Carbapenem	production	from	WT	and	trkH	











the	 production	 of	 the	 QS	 autoinducer	 (BHL)	 in	 both	 complex	 and	 minimal	 media	 was	





Figure	 5.15.	 Expression	 of	 prodigiosin	 regulators	 under	 different	 concentrations	 of	
potassium.	Gene	 reporter	 activity	was	measured	 in	 cultures	 of	 LIS	 (smaI::lacZ),	 	HSPIG67	
(pigP::lacZ),	 HSPIG17	 (pigQ::lacZ),	 HSPIG23	 (pigR::lacZ),	 HSPIG26	 (pigS::lacZ),	 HSPIG46	
(ygfX::lacZ),	and	ROP4	(pigX::lacZ)	grown	in	minimal	media	supplemented	with	0.25	mM	and	




















throughout	 mid,	 late-exponential	 and	 stationary	 phase	 in	 LB	 media.	 B.	 Induction	 of	














mutant	 suggested	 that	 the	 PigW/PigQ	 two-component	 system	down-regulates	 gas	 vesicle	
production	 in	 S39006	 (Ramsay	 et	 al.,	 2011).	 Moreover,	 PigW/PigQ	 affects	 motility	 and	
prodigiosin	production,	but	not	carbapenem	production	(Fineran	et	al.,	2005(a);	Williamson	
et	al.,	2008).	Thus,	the	expression	of	gvpA1,	prodigiosin	production	and	swimming	motility	in	





trkH	 background	 to	 completely	 abolish	 swimming	 motility	 (Fig.	 5.18.C).	 These	 results	















Pressure	 nephelometry	 experiments	 in	 the	 cyanobacterium	Anabaena	 flos-aquae	 showed	
that	 potassium	 uptake	 increased	 turgor	 pressure	 and,	 hence,	 caused	 gas	 vesicle	 collapse	
(Allison	&	Walsby,	1981).	Given	that	TrkH	facilitates	potassium	uptake	in	S39006,	cell	turgor	
was	expected	to	be	reduced	in	the	trkH	mutant.	Therefore,	the	collapse	of	gas	vesicles	was	










nephelometry	 experiment	 was	 also	 done	 with	 the	 pigW	 single	 and	 trkH-pigW	 double	
mutants,	 which	 also	 up-regulated	 gas	 vesicle	 production.	 Turgor	 pressure	 in	 the	 pigW	
background	did	not	change	compared	to	WT,	whilst	in	the	double	mutant	it	was	reduced	as	
in	the	trkH	single	mutant	(Figure	5.19.C	and	D).	This	implied	that	gas	vesicle	hyper-production	

































































TrkH	 transporter	 is	 an	 environmental	 input	 for	 cell	 buoyancy,	 motility	 and	 secondary	
metabolism	regulation	in	S39006.	Potassium	is	known	as	an	important	abiotic	factor	affecting	
cell	 turgor,	 membrane	 potential,	 intracellular	 pH	 and	 metabolism	 (Tokuda	 et	 al.,	 1981;	
Epstein,	2003;	Gundlach	et	al.,	2017).	Also,	some	reports	showing	how	potassium	modulates	
bacterial	behavior	have	been	published.	For	instance,	potassium	flux	through	the	Trk	system	





In	 S39006	 extracellular	 potassium	 and	 TrKH	 down-regulate	 the	 production	 of	 the	 linear	
trypirrole	pigment,	prodigiosin.	Two	gene	copies	of	trkA,	one	of	the	components	of	the	Trk	
system	which	works	as	a	 cytoplasmic	gate	 for	potassium	uptake,	are	 located	 immediately	
upstream	from	a	large	operon	involved	in	the	synthesis	of	both	linear	and	cyclic	prodiginines	
in	Streptomyces	coelicolor	(Cerdeño	et	al.,	2001).	Interestingly,	the	authors	reported	that	trkA	
is	 not	 essential	 for	 prodiginine	production	but	 “affected	 the	 titre	 in	 liquid	media”.	 In	 this	
study,	it	was	demonstrated	that	ectopic	expression	of	trkH	in	the	mutant	restored	prodigiosin	
production	 to	 WT	 levels.	 Moreover,	 high	 extracellular	 potassium	 concentrations	 inhibit	




conditions	 but	 inhibited	 in	 high	 extracellular	 potassium	 concentrations.	 In	Anabaena	 flos-
aquae,	potassium	uptake	is	a	light-dependent	regulatory	mechanism	for	gas	vesicle	collapse	
(Allison	 &	 Walsby,	 1981).	 Light	 exposure	 increased	 intracellular	 K+	 and	 turgor	 pressure	







TrkA	 and	 TrkE,	 the	 intracellular	 components	 of	 the	 Trk	 system,	 drive	 TrkH-dependent	
potassium	uptake	 by	 binding	 to	NAD+/NADH	 and	ATP,	 respectively	 (Schlosser	et	 al.,1993;	









previously	 in	a	Gram-positive	bacterium.	A	 recent	publication	 showed	 that	TrkA	 regulates	
potassium-dependent	communication	between	Bacillus	subtillis	biofilm	and	free	motile	cells	
(Humphries	et	al.,	2017).	Non	motile	cells	produce	electrical	waves	by	pumping	out	potassium	
to	 “call”	 free	 cells,	 but	 also	 to	 communicate	 within	 the	 biofilm	 (Prindle	 et	 al.,	 2015).	
Humphries	and	collaborators	(2017)	proposed	a	mechanism	for	flagellar	motility	regulation	






Flagellar	 motility	 is	 ecologically	 versatile	 compared	 to	 migration	 driven	 by	 gas	 vesicles.	












rsmB,	 pigQ	 and	 pigX	 (Ramsay	 et	 al.,	 2011).	 Valente	 and	 Xavier	 (2016)	 showed	 that	 Trk-
dependent	 control	 of	 virulence	 occurs	 under	 transcriptional	 regulation	 of	 rsmB	 in	
Pectobacterium	 wasabiae.	 Nonetheless,	 the	 transcription	 activity	 throughout	 growth	 of	
reporter	 strains	with	chromosomal	 fusions	 showed	 that	TrkH	does	not	affect	 rsmA,	 rsmB,	







(c-di-AMP)	 (Zarrella	 et	 al.,	 2018).	 	 Interestingly,	 previous	 reports	 demonstrated	 that	 high	
affinity	potassium	transport	systems	are	 inhibited	by	c-di-AMP	binding	to	cytoplasmic	and	
membrane	associated	proteins,	such	as	the	sensor	kinase	KdpD	(Bai	et	al.,	2014;	Moscoso	et	








potassium	 affinity	 systems.	 Expression	 of	 the	 kdpFABC	 operon	 encoding	 the	 transporter	
subunits	is	under	osmolarity	regulation	in	E.	coli	(Laimins	et	al.,	1981).	The	sensor	kinase	KdpD	
phosphorylates	 the	 effector	 protein	 KdpE	 to	 activate	 kdpFABC	 transcription	 when	 turgor	
pressure	is	reduced	after	environmental	potassium	depletion	(Epstein,	1992;	Epstein,	2003).	
Previous	 investigations	 showed	 that	mutants	 defective	 in	 components	 of	 the	 Trk	 system	
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expressed	 actively	 the	 kdpFACB	 operon	 at	 high	 extracellular	 potassium	 concentrations	
(Rhoads	et	al.,	1976;	Siarot	et	al.,	2017).	Here,	it	was	demonstrated	that	a	mutation	in	trkH	
mimics	low	extracellular	potassium	conditions	for	gas	vesicle	gene	expression	and	prodigiosin	
production,	but	pressure	nephelometry	experiments	 also	 indicated	 that	 TrkH	 is	 a	positive	
regulator	 of	 turgor	 pressure.	 It	 is	 possible	 that	 Trk	 system	 activity	 at	 high	 extracellular	
potassium	concentrations	increases	potassium	flux,	c-di-AMP	and	turgor	pressure	to	repress	
the	KdpD/KdpE	two-component	system	in	S39006.	Potassium	dependent	modulation	of	the	
sensor	 kinase,	 KdpD,	 and	 the	 transcription	 factor,	 KdpE,	 may	 be	 involved	 in	 pleiotropic	
regulation	 in	 S39006.	 A	 similar	 mechanism	 of	 regulation	 was	 reported	 for	 phosphate-
dependent	regulation	in	S39006.	Mutants	defective	for	expression	of	the	phosphate	transport	
system	 pstSCAB,	 mimic	 low	 phosphate	 conditions.	 This	 resulted	 in	 activation	 of	 the	 two	










































Proteomic	 analysis	 suggested	 that	 FloR	 is	 a	 master	 regulator	 involved	 also	 in	 central	
metabolism	 and	 acting	 through	 different	 regulatory	 components.	 These	 include	 the	
phosphate	uptake	regulon	PstSCAB-PhoU,	the	QS	system	SmaI/SmaR,	the	SylA-like	regulator	
Rap,	the	gluconate	sensor	PigT,	the	post-transcriptional	regulators	RsmA	and	rsmB,	the	HexA-















Figure	 6.	Model	 of	 FloR	 and	potassium-dependent	 genetic	 regulation	 for	 cell	 buoyancy,	














technique	 allowed	 in	 vivo	 quantification	 of	 the	 effects	 of	 TrkH	 on	 turgor	 pressure.	
Interestingly,	the	mutation	in	trkH	did	not	affect	the	expression	of	the	small	RNA,	rsmB,	which	
was	 reported	 in	another	bacterium	 to	be	 involved	 in	 the	potassium-dependent	 control	of	
virulence	via	TrkH.	Other	regulators	involved	in	pleiotropy	and	in	prodigiosin	production	were	





observations	 on	 the	 metabolic	 and	 genetic	 state	 of	 the	 cell	 under	 potassium-depleted	
conditions.	More	 importantly,	multi-omics	would	permit	 the	 identification	and	analysis	of	
transcriptional	 and	 post-transcriptional	 regulatory	 components	 that	 may	 be	 under	 TrkH	
regulation.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	5,	other	systems	and	intracellular	regulators	reported	in	
other	 bacteria	 as	 controlling	 the	 potassium-dependent	 response	 could	 be	 involved	 in	 the	
TrkH-dependent	 regulon	 in	 S39006.	 Therefore,	 future	 experiments	 using	 site	 directed	
mutagenesis	 should	 target	 higher	 affinity	 potassium	 uptake	 systems	 such	 as	 trkD	 and	
kdpFABC,	 and	 the	 two-component	 system	 genes	 kdpD/kdpE.	 In	 the	 future,	 random	
transposon	mutagenesis	of	NWA19	and	WT	strains	experiments,	followed	by	screening	for	
gas	 vesicle	 and	 prodigiosin	 mutants,	 respectively,	 grown	 on	 minimal	 media	 plates	
supplemented	with	low	concentrations	of	potassium	(i.e.	0.25mM	KCl)	may	uncover	cryptic	






mutations	 in	 other	 major	 pleiotropic	 regulators,	 such	 as	 pigP	 and	 hfq.	 Given	 that	 the	
proteomic	data	 suggest	 that	 FloR	 controls	 its	own	operon,	 complementation	experiments	
using	ectopic	expression	of	 floR	 in	 a	 floR::lacZ	 fusion	 strain	would	 confirm	 if	 the	negative	
	 155	
feedback	 loop	 regulation	 occurs.	Also,	 other	 factors	 affecting	 floR	 could	 be	 identified	 by	




DeoR-like	 transcription	 factors	 such	 as	 DeoR,	 GlpR,	 SugR,	 UlaR	 among	 others,	 are	 also	
susceptible	to	allosteric	modulation	by	phosphorylated	metabolites,	such	as	deoxyribose-5-





purified	 protein	 samples	 may	 help	 to	 identify	 the	 effectors,	 promoters	 and	 DNA	 motifs	
interacting	with	FloR.	This	would	allow	identification	of	operons	and	regulators	are	directly	












expression	 assays	 and	 proteomics	 suggested	 that	 FloR	 regulates	 gas	 vesicles	 and	motility	
through	rsmB,	and	antibiotic	production	through	Rap.	The	transcriptional	activity	of	rap,	pigQ,	
and	pigX	 regulators	was	assessed	using	promoter	fusions	after	heterologous	expression	of	
floR	 (Figure	 7.2,	 Appendix).	 Interestingly,	 the	 reporter	 activity	 remained	 unaltered	 in	 the	
strains	supplemented	with	arabinose	and	carrying	a	vector	with	floR	(pAQY2).	In	the	future,	














and	 physiological	 roles	 of	 these	 genes	 in	 the	 gas	 vesicle	 phenotype.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	






Overall,	 this	 study	 discovered	 new	 regulatory	 components	 involved	 in	 production	 of	 gas	
vesicles,	 flagella,	 and	 the	 carbapenem	 and	 prodigiosin	 antibiotics.	 In	 principle,	 this	 new	










(transcriptional	 regulators;	 FloR	 and	 RpoS))	 and	 housekeeping	 components	 (i.e	 EF-Tu)	
	 157	
indicates	 the	 physiological	 complexity	 and	 adaptive	 capacity	 of	 39006.	 The	 first	 study	 of	
S39006	 described	 its	 isolation	 from	 roots	 and	 stems	 of	 halophytic	 plants	 and	 salt	 marsh	
channel	waters,	 in	which	brackish	water	would	flood	the	surface	periodically	and	alter	the	
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TMT	10plex	 labelling	was	performed	 following	manufacturer’s	 instructions	 (Thermo	Fisher	
Scientific).	Four	independent	replicates	of	WT	protein	samples	were	labelled	with	TMT	tags	
126,	127N,	127C,	128N,	whilst	 three	replicates	of	S39006	 floR	protein	samples	with	128C,	





The	following	LC	conditions	were	used	 for	 the	 fractionation	of	 the	TMT	samples:	desalted	











%	 formic	acid	and	placed	 into	a	glass	 vial.	 1	𝜇l	 of	each	 fraction	was	 injected	by	 the	HPLC	
	 181	
autosampler	 and	 separated	 by	 the	 LC	 method	 detailed	 below.	 A	 total	 of	 10	 combined	
fractions	were	analysed	by	LC-MS/MS.	
	
LC-MS/MS	 experiments	 were	 performed	 using	 a	 Dionex	 Ultimate	 3000	 RSLC	 nanoUPLC	





peptides	 from	 the	 pre-column	 onto	 the	 analytical	 column.	 Separation	 of	 peptides	 was	
performed	by	C18	reverse-phase	chromatography	at	a	flow	rate	of	300	nl	min-1	using	a	Thermo	







by	means	of	an	Easy-Spray	source	 (Thermo	Fisher	Scientific	 Inc.).	All	m/z	 values	of	eluting	
peptide	ions	were	measured	in	an	Orbitrap	mass	analyzer,	set	at	a	resolution	of	120,000	and	
were	scanned	between	m/z	380-1500	Da.	Data	dependent	MS/MS	scans	(Top	Speed)	were	
employed	 to	 automatically	 isolate	 and	 fragment	 precursor	 ions	 by	 collision-induced	
dissociation	(CID,	Normalised	Collision	Energy	(NCE):	35	%)	which	were	analysed	in	the	linear	




























abundance	was	evaluated	using	 the	 Limma	package	 (Smyth,	 2005).	Differences	 in	protein	
abundances	 were	 statistically	 determined	 using	 the	 Student's	 t-test	 with	 variances	
moderated	by	Limma's	empirical	Bayes	method.	P-values	were	adjusted	for	multiple	testing	
by	the	Benjamini	Hochberg	method	(Benjamini	&	Hochberg,	1995).	
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Figure	7.1.	SDS	gel	and	western	blots	from	E.	coli	expressing	His-tagged	Orf1187	and	FloR.	
Samples	in	wells	1	to	3	were	treated	with	50mM	sodium	phosphate	buffer	(pH:	7.8),	0.3	M	
NaCl	and	1X	protease	inhibitor,	grown	for	8h	and	protein	expression	was	induced	after	4h	
with	2mM	IPTG.	Samples	in	wells	4	to	9	were	grown	similarly,	treated	with	an	alternative	Lysis	
Buffer	(50	mM	Tris	HCl	pH:	8,	200	mM	NaCl,	10	%	glycerol,	1	mM	imidazole	and	1X	protease	
inhibitor)	and	induced	with	different	IPTG	concentrations	(see	image).	A.	SDS	page	showing	
whole-cell	soluble	protein	pattern,	zones	corresponding	to	the	proteins	detected	in	western	
blots	(B	and	C)	are	continuous	lines	(for	Orf1187)	and	dashed	lines	(FloR).	Western	blots	with	
(B)	5	𝜇l	and	(C)	20	𝜇l	of	samples	previously	described.	
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Figure	7.2.	Activity	of	 the	pigX,	pigQ,	smaR	and	rap	promoters	under	FloR	heterologous	
expression.	The	β	Galactosidase	activity	was	measured	in	E.	coli	DH5𝛼	carrying	plasmids	with	
a	lacZ	reporter	fusion	under	control	of	the	pigX,	pigQ,	smaR	and	rap	promoters	(pTA24,	pTA21	
and	pTA17	and	pTA14,	respectively)	from	S39006	with	either	pBAD30	or	pAQY2	(pBAD30	+	
floR).	The	data	represent	the	average	and	standard	deviation	(error	bars)	of	three	biological	
replicates.	
	
	
	
	
